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A world of possibilities
Make the most of your Schilling solutions. Ensure that new and current
employees know how to make the best use of the system.

Welcome to Schilling's course catalogue

Elaine Kjeldsen

Every year we offer a broad range of courses that create value for the individual user
and ensure that your company will get the most out of your Schilling system.

Instructor and responsible for our training courses for ten years.
Elaine holds an MA in International Business, Language and Culture
(cand.negot) from University of Southern Denmark and is trained in
marketing and economics.

With Schilling's standard courses we aim to make the daily work routines easier, for
example with training in "best practice" methods and giving good ideas and shortcuts
to how you get even more out of your system.

Elaine has a great deal of experience with all Schilling's modules
from many successful implementations. She is an enthusiastic
instructor, always focused on the relation between our customers'
business logic and the Schilling system.

Continuous training in the use of the system ensures your company the best return on
investment and a longer lifetime of the system. The courses help ensure continuous
development of your employees' competences and – most importantly – that they are
always happy and content.

Elaine is fluent in Danish, Swedish, and English, and teaches in all
three languages.

Paul-Philippe Peronard

We focus on quality and value in our products, in your daily work – and in the content
and relevance of our courses. Please contact us if you have any comments or questions.
On the right-hand side you can see a short description of our experienced instructors
who will ensure that you make the most of your Schilling solutions.

From his many years of working with editorial processes and
management, Paul-Philippe has in-depth knowledge of the
publishing industry both when it comes to internal workflows and
business challenges. As an instructor, Paul-Philippe always turns
theory and method into practical everyday examples.

Kind regards
Schilling A/S

Paul-Philippe is a consultant with particular focus on processes
and on identifying improvement opportunities for our customers.
His training objective is to ensure that everybody uses the right
work routines so that the system creates the most value.
Paul-Philippe is fluent in Danish, Swedish, and English, and
teaches in all three languages.
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Get started!
An introduction to the Schilling system.

Duration
9.00 a.m. - 3.30 p.m.
Place
Customer's premises
Registration
At www.schilling.dk, or send an
e-mail to course@schilling.dk

About the course

Target group

The course is meant for new employees and others who
have not previously worked with the Schilling system.
The objective of the course is to give the participants an
introduction to the basic functions and structure and
make them comfortable with the navigation of the
system.

New employees and others who have not used the Schilling
system before and need basic knowledge about the system and
an overview of the modules.

The course is a prerequisite for participating in other
Schilling courses.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Your organisation will save a lot of time when your
employees know how to use the system correctly from
the very beginning.
At the end of the course you will understand the
structure of the system and how various settings affect
the daily use. When you have completed the course you
will be able to navigate safely in the system and will
understand the idea behind a complete and integrated
system.

Content
During the course we shall work with the following topics:
The basic structure of the system.
Shortcuts.
Log-in, users, and resources.
Toolbars and locations.
Fields and navigation.
Search facilities – find what you are looking for.
Create macros.
Work in several windows.
Reports, including Word and Excel, and how you use them.
Product flow in the system.
Create important master data.

”As a new user it was very beneficial to have the basic things explained to me.
I am sure that I can now use the system more efficiently”.
Charlotte R. Andersen, Kirk Kapital
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Nominal Ledger
Make the most of the Nominal Ledger system.

About the course
This course is essential for all finance employees who
work with the Schilling system. During the course you
will get an understanding of the structure of the Nominal
Ledger module, the chart of accounts, and how to work
with posting relations.
The Nominal Ledger module is the cornerstone of the
Schilling system. All other modules point to the Nominal
Ledger system. It is therefore important that you know
the relations, how the finance system is affected, and
how you analyse and handle any deviations. During the
course you will learn how to create budgets and profit
and loss reports that will show you the state of affairs of
your company and enable you to report and give
qualified feedback to the management.
We will look at the entry drafts and the use of
dimensions. We will go through budgets, profit and loss
reports, and settlement of currency and VAT. The
objective is that when you have completed the course
you will be able to adapt a chart of accounts and set up
nominal ledger and voucher numbers. On the course you
will also learn to post daily entries and draw up a VAT

settlement, and you will understand the relation between
finance entries, the chart of accounts, and the finance
accounts.

Duration
9.00 a.m. - 3.30 p.m.

Target group

Place
Customer's premises

Employees who would like to make better use of the Nominal
Ledger module and learn about basic and new functions. New
employees may also participate in the course.

Registration
At www.schilling.dk, or send an
e-mail to course@schilling.dk

Content
During the course we shall work with the following topics:
The structure of the chart of accounts.
Create and edit accounts.
Budgeting.
Create posting relations.
Use and understand dimensions – and in which modules
you can you use them.
• Understand currency terminology.
• Learn how to post – nominal ledger, project, stock, etc.
• The structure of profit and loss reports.
•
•
•
•
•

Requirements
The course requires some knowledge of accounting.
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Debtor
Efficient customer management.

Duration
9.00 a.m. - 3.30 p.m.
Place
Customer's premises
Registration
At www.schilling.dk, or send an
e-mail to course@schilling.dk

About the course

Target group

What can be more important to a company than its
customers? No customers, no company. Therefore it is
vital that your customers get the best possible service,
that you send invoices with the correct prices, and that
you know how to handle customers who do not pay
their bills.

Employees who would like to make better use of the
Debtor module and learn about basic and new functions.
New employees may also participate in the course.

On the debtor course you will learn how to manage
your customers, how to create them in the system,
who should have access to create them, etc. During
the course we shall work with posting, payments from
the bank, reminder procedures, and how you keep track
of the turnover and contribution ratio of your customers
to enable you to act appropriately in relation to the
individual customer. We shall also look at interest runs
and the most important reports.

•
•
•
•
•

The objective of the course is to enable you to create
and send offers, orders, and invoices. We shall work with
debtors and debtor groups and create and edit simple
products and product groups. You will learn how to send
reminders to debtors with due amounts.
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Content
During the course we shall work with the following topics:

•
•
•
•
•

Create and edit debtors.
Product groups and stock management.
Understand and handle posting relations.
Management and handling of discounts.
Top 20 list – a quick comparison between the most
important debtors.
Print debtor lists with Excel and Word.
Find a sales representative ranking list.
Payments and imports from the bank.
Reminders.
Customers with debts.

Requirements
Experience with Schilling or completed the "Get started"
course.

Creditor/PIM
Know your suppliers and optimise your payments.

About the course

Content

It is always important to be on good terms with your
suppliers. During this course you will learn how to create
your creditors with the correct terms of payments to
make sure that payments are always made on time. You
will learn about extractions for payment, and we will
cover the most important reports in the Creditor module.

During the course we shall work with the following topics:

During the course we shall work with purchase invoicing,
also called PIM (Purchase Invoice Management), and
look at the various options in the PIM module. We shall
look at how to best organise your creditor handling and
payments, who should approve transactions, who makes
sure that all vouchers are approved, and how often does
it happen? What do you do during holidays? We shall
look at the best work routines and the pitfalls.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Create creditors.
Manage owed amounts.
Scanning of invoices.
Register costs.
Extractions for payment.
PIM (Purchase Invoice Management).
Understand and use the creditor reports.
Work routines and procedures in case of illness and other
absence.

Duration
9.00 a.m. - 3.30 p.m.
Place
Customer's premises
Registration
At www.schilling.dk, or send an
e-mail to course@schilling.dk

Requirements
Experience with Schilling or completed the "Get started"
course.

Target group
Employees with responsibility for the creditor accounting
and payments to suppliers. New employees may also
participate if they have completed the "Get started"
course.

See also
Controlling page 26
Statistics and reports page 18
Dialog Design page 21
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Purchasing and ordering
Manage your deliveries and stock.

Duration
9.00 a.m. - 3.30 p.m.
Place
Customer's premises
Registration
At www.schilling.dk, or send an
e-mail to course@schilling.dk

About the course

Target group

In relation to customer loyalty and increased sales it is
important to deliver products on time and at the right
price. During this course we shall look at how you ensure
the best product flow.

Employees who would like to make better use of the
Purchasing module and learn about basic and new functions.
New employees may also participate if they have completed
the "Get started" course.

During the course you will learn how to perform the
purchasing process best, how often you should do it, and
what routines are necessary to ensure the most efficient
workflow. You will learn what reports you can use to get
the necessary overview and make the right decisions. Is it
a good idea to specify a minimum quantity on particular
products so that you will get a warning when it is time to
reorder? Should you increase the supplier's delivery time
so that you can include the delivery time in your
estimates?

Content

We shall look at how you can get a quick overview of
the orders placed by the company and the delivery of the
ordered products.

During the course we shall work with the following topics:
• Create orders.
• Post orders and at what value.
• Minimum and maximum quantity of the individual
product.
• Timing and the most efficient flow for ordering new
products.
• Setting up delivery time and cost price for suppliers.
• Purchase planning.
• Reports that support the management of the purchase
process.

Requirements
In addition, the course will give you an understanding
about the terms cost price and estimated cost price.
What happens when a product is put in stock before the
supplier invoice has been received and posted?
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Experience with Schilling or completed the "Get started"
course.

Sales Order
Optimise the daily sales routines.

About the course

Content

No other Schilling module has as many setting options as
the Order module. Do you have the right settings that
suit your organisation, or can you optimise the routines
and save time and money?

During the course we shall work with the following topics:

What information do you enter on an order and why?
During the course you will learn how to look up the
customer, give the customer his/her net price, and to
send a copy of the invoice or statement of account to the
customer. You will also learn how to keep track of who
has open items, and who are the best customers.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The different order types.
Correct use of the individual fields.
Different settings in the Order module.
Using the discount matrix.
Sales prices and cost prices.
Search for relevant reports.
Sales statistics.

Duration
9.00 a.m. - 3.30 p.m.
Place
Customer's premises
Registration
At www.schilling.dk, or send an
e-mail to course@schilling.dk

Requirements
Experience with Schilling or completed the "Get started" course.

We shall also look at statistics for sales and sales
representatives, and other relevant sales reports. The
objective of the course is to help you enhance your order
entry and get an overview.

Target group
New and experienced users of the Schilling system.
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Product handling
Efficient product flow – keeping deadlines and delivery times.

Duration
9.00 a.m. - 3.30 p.m.
Place
Customer's premises
Registration
At www.schilling.dk, or send an
e-mail to course@schilling.dk

About the course

Content

During this course we shall look at the most efficient
product flow and how you can optimise the procedure
for creating products in relation to responsibility, access,
and the information you need.

During the course we shall work with the following topics:

We will take a closer look at how you can use the stock
turnover rate actively, and at the reports you may use to
manage the product flow. During the course you will
learn how to keep track of your products and their
progress through the system. The objective of the course
is to give you a better overview of your product flow so
that you get the best possible use of your available space
and ensure that all product handling happens on time
and helps increase customer loyalty.
During the course we shall also go through the
procedures for stock count and stock value, price
development and updates, and the most important
reports.

Target group
Employees who manage the stock flow or would like to
learn more about products, flow, and optimisation. New
employees may also participate if they have completed
the "Get started" course.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Create products
Overview of available product groups and their purpose.
Overview of the stock.
Overview and management of several stocks.
Management of minimum stock.
Reservation of products for future orders.
Delivery overview.
Product locations.
Overview of the same product at several locations.
Stock value and adjustments.
Receive products.
Stock reports, including status lists and quantities.
Price update.

Requirements
Experience with Schilling or completed the "Get started"
course".

Subscription
Make the most of the Subscription module.

About the course

Target group

If you would like to make the most of the Subscription
module or learn about the basic structure of the module,
this is the course for you. During the course we shall look
at the general structure of the system, and how you can
run campaigns with for example special introductory or
promotional prices for new subscribers for a certain
period. You will learn all about setting up prices, and
how you can manage discounts by date so that all prices
will return to the normal price automatically when the
introductory period is over.

New employees and others who would like a brush-up in the
basic and new functions of the module.

We shall also take a look at how you can handle gift
subscriptions with different expiry dates and other
actions that the system handles automatically when
sending new offers. You will also learn how to work with
reminders, and how subscriptions are cancelled
automatically if the subscribers do not pay. The course
will ensure you an efficient and profitable subscription
flow. We shall also go through the different reports and
lists for example for edition control, reminders for
distributors, etc.

Duration
9.00 a.m. - 3.30 p.m.
Place
Customer's premises

Content
During the course we shall work with the following topics:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Overview and set-up of subscriptions.
Handling of date-dependent prices.
Create and edit subscriptions.
Gift subscriptions.
Control of subscriptions and printing of lists.
Reminder and cancellation routines.

Registration
At www.schilling.dk, or send an
e-mail to course@schilling.dk

See also
Royalty 1 and 2 page 14 and 15
Statistics and reports page 18
Marketing and campaigns page 12
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Marketing and campaigns
Target your sales and marketing with existing information.

Duration
9.00 a.m. - 3.30 p.m.
Place
Customer's premises
Registration
At www.schilling.dk, or send an
e-mail to course@schilling.dk

About the course
During this course we shall go through the basic
functions in the Marketing module and help you target
your campaigns efficiently. On the course you will learn
how you can easily optimise the possibilities to increase
the sales and responses on your campaigns. The
marketing module is a powerful tool to extract relevant
target groups based on an infinite number of criteria,
activities, and extraction codes for example for offers or
newsletters.
Among other things we shall look at how you manage
and cross-sell related products with the information that
is available in the system. You will learn how to analyse a
campaign, how efficient it was, and how much of a
particular product was sold, etc.
Apart from being able to target your efforts, we shall
also go through sales management where we shall look
at how sales representatives can edit their prospects and
activities such as for example meetings or mailings, and
how you can easily keep track of what to follow up on
and when. The objective of the course is that you learn
how to make the most of the customer information that
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is available in the system and use it in your sales and
marketing efforts. The Marketing system is your central tool
that stores all the information you need.

Target group
New employees and others who would like a brush-up in the
basic and new functions of the module.

Content
During the course we shall work with the following topics:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Create and edit customers and prospects.
Import new prospects.
Activities and extraction codes.
Create campaigns and follow up.
Analysis options.
Sales management.
Extract relevant target groups.
Print address lists for mailings, newsletters, campaigns, etc.

Infolink
Go directly to the relevant information and save time in your daily work.

About the course
During this course you will learn how you can save time
by creating "Infolinks" in Schilling – to another display,
system, or to a web page – or to a folder or file on your
local network. You can save a lot of time with Infolink by
jumping directly to the menu item you want while you
can take information with you to the required fields. In
this way you avoid typing in the same data again.
On the course we shall look at how you can open a
display from another display without going back to the
menu and having to find the same information
somewhere else.
You will learn how to create orders and make invoice
copies directly from the Customer Information system.
You can make links to other systems, including links to
"track and trace" directly from the order. We shall go
through how you make infolinks to networks, for
example links to the folder that contains supplier
agreements. You can use Infolink for a range of different
things.

We shall also go through the "extra fields" function where
you can enter additional information and control how
information should be entered in the fields. You can create
links that can be used by everybody, a particular group, or
down at the individual user level.

Target group

Duration
9.00 a.m. - 3.30 p.m.
Place
Customer's premises
Registration
At www.schilling.dk, or send an
e-mail to course@schilling.dk

Employees who want to optimise the system with links to
other displays and external programs.

Content
During the course we shall work with the following topics:
Handling infolinks in Schilling.
Create links to web pages.
Create links to your own network.
Create e-mails with fixed content.
Use of information, and how you include it in other
displays.
• Create new fields.
• Create tables with reply options.
•
•
•
•
•

Requirements
Access to Dialog Design and Infolink.
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Royalty 1 – for beginners
Learn how to use the basic functions and routines.

Duration
9.00 a.m. - 3.30 p.m.
Place
Customer's premises
Registration
At www.schilling.dk, or send an
e-mail to course@schilling.dk

About the course

Content

The course will take you through all the basic functions
of the Royalty module. We shall go through the
workflow so that you will get a general understanding of
the module and get to know how to use all the normal
daily functions.

During the course we shall work with the following topics:

During the course you will learn how to create royalty
agreements and understand their structure. We shall look
at how you edit existing royalty agreements, make
correct settlements, and how you set up royalty rates
such as sales type, price type, etc.
The objective of the course is to give you an overview of
the work routines with author agreements and fees so
that you can keep track of how much you owe the
individual author or on a particular agreement.

Target group
New employees and others who would like a brush-up in
the basic and new functions of the module.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Overview of the basic routines.
Create author and royalty agreements.
Correct settlements on time.
Handling of owed royalty.
Edit agreements, rates, and authors.
Manual entries.
Reports.

Royalty 2 – for super users
Explore the details of the Royalty module and its advanced settings.

About the course

Target group

With Schilling's Royalty system you can handle very
complex author agreements and royalty settlements.
During this course we shall go into detail with the
Royalty system and its more advanced functions and
settings.

Employees with experience in working with royalty.

During the course we shall go through the details of the
agreements and you will learn how you make everything
clear so that you always have an overview of what
should be paid and when, and make sure that it happens
on time and in accordance with the agreement. We shall
also look at the data behind a settlement and go through
the entire process to help you optimise the time you
spend on balancing for example owed royalty and
guarantees.
The objective of the course is to give you an overview of
how much you owe the individual contributor or on a
particular agreement. At the same time you will get an
overview of the many ways that you can set up the
royalty rates, based on different variables such as for
example sales type, price type, etc.

Content
During the course we shall work with the following topics:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Underlying functions.
Price structure.
Edit agreements and fees.
Update agreements.
Change the royalty recipient on an agreement.
Copy agreement settings.
Use of the log.
Reports.

Duration
9.00 a.m. - 3.30 p.m.
Place
Customer's premises
Registration
At www.schilling.dk, or send an
e-mail to course@schilling.dk

Requirements
Experience with Schilling or completed the "Royalty for
beginners" course.
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Rights management, purchasing/selling
Are you in control of your rights, and do you resell unexploited rights?

Duration
9.00 a.m. - 3.30 p.m.
Place
Customer's premises
Registration
At www.schilling.dk, or send an
e-mail to course@schilling.dk.

About the course

Target group

The objective of the course is to ensure that you make
the most of the Rights module. Among other things we
shall go through how you create agreements with
templates, the approval flow, and how you lock
agreements, including how you pay guarantees.

Employees who should record, manage, and sell rights, and
perhaps create royalty agreements.

We shall also look at the best way to create master data.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

How do you ensure that agreements are in place, and
that you register the various activities that should be
carried out? During the course we shall go through how
you create a royalty agreement from the rights, and how
you print contract templates. We shall go through the
notification system that sends an e-mail to the relevant
people if anything happens on their agreements. We
shall also look at document handling where you can
store relevant files and contracts for the rights so that
you can easily find them again.

Benefits
During the course we shall work with the following topics:
Registration of rights.
Link responsible resources.
Registration of terms.
Create royalty agreements.
Print contracts.
Sell rights.
See the earnings from sold rights.

Requirements
Completed the "Getting started" course. To have completed
the royalty courses is an advantage, but not required.

See also
Royalty 1 and 2 page 14 and 15
Statistics and reports page 18
Infolink page 13
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Customer service optimisation
Give your customers the very best service.

About the course

Target group

Customer service optimisation is one of our brand new
courses. During this course you will learn how to create
orders easily and fast and how to use the system for
customer service in the most efficient way. We shall take
a close look at the information you have to enter and
why, and how you can find the information that the
customer needs as quickly as possible. The objective of
the course is to help you optimise the way you deal with
your customers so that they get the best possible service
experience with your company.

New employees and others who would like a brush-up in the
basic and new functions within sales, service, and customers.

During the course we shall also look at how you get
information about the customer, for example how you
search for previous purchases, turnover, products, and
prices for the individual customer, and extract customer
reports so that at the same time you can increase your
sales and discover useful information about the
customer's buying behaviour and patterns.

•

Duration
9.00 a.m. - 3.30 p.m.
Place
Customer's premises

Benefits
During the course we shall work with the following topics:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The order flow – generate offers and create orders.
Order posting and invoice handling.
Handling back orders.
Quick search for the sales history of the product
and customer.
How much should the customer pay for a particular
product?
Is the product in stock?
Find your own orders.
Reservation of products.
Invoicing.
Delivery address and delivery time.
Search for customer reports and how to use them.
Customer's account balance.
Reminder status of customers.

Registration
At www.schilling.dk, or send an
e-mail to course@schilling.dk
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Statistics and reports
Use the statistics and make the best reports.

Duration
9.00 a.m. - 1.30 p.m.
Place
Customer's premises
Registration
At www.schilling.dk, or send an
e-mail to course@schilling.dk.

About the course

Target group

Get to know about all the possibilities and ways that you
can extract lists and reports from the system, and how
you handle data extractions for Excel, Word, etc.

New employees and others who would like to understand the
reports of the system and the possibilities with Excel and
Word.

The Schilling system includes all the information you
need. During this course you will learn how to extract
data from the system, analyse the data, and use it in
targeted mailings, etc. The Schilling system includes more
than 500 reports; on the course you will learn which
ones to use, what information they include, and what
benefits they give you.

Content

We shall also go through reports and statistics on
debtors, creditors, products, finance for sales statistics,
etc.
The objective of the course is that you get the full benefit
of the data that you already have in your system and
learn to use the information to optimise your work
routines.

During the course we shall work with the following topics:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Statements of accounts and transaction lists.
Extract sales statistics.
Ranking lists.
Extract sales representative lists.
Overview of product sales.
Reporting options.
How to read and analyse the reports.
Extractions for Excel, and how to use it.
Letter merge, mail merge, etc.

See also
Royalty 1 and 2 page 14 and 15
Dialog Design page 21
Infolink page 13
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ODBC
Build your own reports.

About the course

Target group

If you need more lists and reports than the ones you can
generate in the Schilling system, you can build your own
reports with ODBC. During the course we shall go
through the basic principles in ODBC, and how you use
it in practice by importing data directly from the Schilling
system.

Employees with a basic knowledge of the Schilling system.
Some knowledge of Windows, Word, and Excel is required.

During the course you will learn how to automate your
reporting routines for example by creating requests that
can be used by everybody. You will also learn how to
easily set up questions for the user so that he/she can
get data for example for a particular period or sales
representative.
With ODBC it is easy to make the result look professional
with updated information in no time at all. On the ODBC
course you will learn how you can easily reuse the data
that you have already created in the Schilling system.

Duration
9.00 a.m. - 1.30 p.m.
Place
Customer's premises

Content
During the course we shall work with the following topics:
•
•
•
•
•

Use of tables.
Create lists.
Set up conditions.
Set up questions for the user.
Letter merge and pivot tables.

Registration
At www.schilling.dk, or send an
e-mail to course@schilling.dk

Please note: ODBC is not covered by Schilling's service
agreement.

Requirements
Experience with Schilling and some knowledge of Windows,
Word, and Excel.

During the course we shall also go through how you can
use ODBC for letter merge and mail merge with
creditors, prospects, authors, or suppliers.
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User rights
Managing access rights in the system.

Duration
9.00 a.m. - 1.30 p.m.
Place
Customer's premises
Registration
At www.schilling.dk, or send an
e-mail to course@schilling.dk.

About the course

Target group

During this course we shall go through the set-up of
access rights to help you control who should have access
to particular menus and reports, and who should have
access to edit prices or to post. If you have several
companies in the system, you will also learn how to
ensure that users only have access to the companies they
work in.

Employees who need to manage user rights in the system.

We shall also look at how you set up menu rights, and
how you can administrate the users in the best and most
secure way, what they should have access to, and at
what level. When you manage the access rights properly
and the users in your organisation only have access to
what they actually need, you will give them a clear
overview so that they avoid frustrations and do not
waste their time.
The objective of the course is to enable you to manage
your access rights, including which menu items users
should have access to at different levels. We shall also
look at user rights management in the Purchasing and
Order modules.
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Content
During the course we shall work with the following topics:
• Access levels.
• General set-up of user rights.
• How do you make the system easy and user-friendly for
the individual user?
• Management of user access to the relevant reports.
• Edit the menu.
• Edit user rights within sales, purchasing, and production.
• Copy user rights, also at different levels.

Requirements
Access to the administration module.

See also
Marketing and campaigns page 12
Statistics and reports page 18
ODBC page 19

Dialog Design
Optimise your daily workflow and routines.

About the course

Target group

During this course you will learn how to optimise your
work routines by adapting the system set-up to a
particular department, task, etc. On the course you will
learn all about the use of Dialog Design and the
possibilities for highlighting important fields with
different fonts and colours. You will also learn how to
ensure that mandatory fields are filled out and how to
hide unnecessary fields.

Employees who want to optimise the system in relation to
fields, functions, and the structure of the displays.

We shall also go through how you create new tab
folders, organise the fields in accordance with your own
requirements and ensure the best location, and change
the tab order, prompt texts, and functions so that you
can optimise your work routines and save time in relation
to the fields you use in your daily work.
Dialog Design is a powerful took that makes the system
more user-friendly and suited just for your organisation.
It is possible to make changes that apply to everybody, a
group, or down at the individual user level.

Duration
9.00 a.m. - 1.30 p.m.
Place
Customer's premises

Content
During the course we shall work with the following topics:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Optimisation of displays.
Edit texts.
Change visible function keys.
Background colours and text colours.
Create tab folders.
Move and hide fields.
Create predefined values.
Set up field delimitations and warnings.
Management and set-up of the tab folder order.

Registration
At www.schilling.dk, or send an
e-mail to course@schilling.dk

Requirements
Access to Dialog Design.
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Publishing Lifecycle Management 1
– for beginners
Manage and optimise all your publication projects.

Duration
9.00 a.m. - 3.30 p.m.
Place
Customer's premises
Registration
At www.schilling.dk, or send an
e-mail to course@schilling.dk

About the course
During this course you will learn about the basic
principles and workflow in Publishing Lifecycle
Management (PLM), and how you can optimise all your
publication projects. On the course we shall go through
how you create projects with specifications and
categories, how you make calculations and approve
them, and how you handle calculation versions and
follow up with actual figures.
We shall look at all the functions in PLM and the
possibilities you have for categorising projects and
allocating activities. You will also learn how you extract
information and edit the information on different
projects. We shall go through how you budget on the
projects all the way down to a detailed level, and how
you accrue costs and the expected sales in the different
sales channels month by month throughout the year.
During the course you will learn to analyse and compare
the budget with actual figures, which is your basis for
making the right decision whether to print a new edition
or make a new version of a book. The objective of the
course is to give you an overview of the system so that
you can make the most of all the functions in the PLM
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module, and enable you to exploit the module to the full,
optimise your publication processes, and follow up quickly on
your projects.

Target group
Employees who work on a day-to-day basis with editorial and
technical activities, planning, and calculations – all the things
that are necessary to create a publication.

Content
During the course we shall work with the following topics:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Create and copy projects.
Production planning.
Link stakeholders.
Budgeting.
Create products.
Post costs on the project.
Check actual figures on the projects.
Extract your own projects.
Compare several projects.

Publishing Lifecycle Management 2
– for super users
Make the most of PLM from A-Z and optimise the project flow.

About the course
This course is for advanced users of the Publishing
Lifecycle Management (PLM) module. To get the best
possible support for the production flow the advanced
user must be able to work with calculation and schedule
templates and with the master data that provides the
best possibilities to differentiate between publications on
the production side and the sales side.
During the course you will learn how to make the most
of the many possibilities in PLM. You will learn all about
the fields and their significance. We shall go through the
set-up of the activities in the production plan and the
project accounts that you need, and the coordination
with the finance accounts. It is easy to create projects
that already include much of the necessary information.
We shall go through how you make templates that help
the users and improve the data quality. We shall look at
the benefits of combining projects in a project hierarchy
and at how you extract information and edit the
information on different projects. You will also learn how
to create calculations and calculation versions, and how

you set up the system so that you can compare the budget
with the actual figures at any time.

Duration
9.00 a.m. - 3.30 p.m.

The objective of the course is to ensure that you make the
most of the PLM module and help you optimise the routines
in your daily work.

Place
Customer's premises

Target group

Registration
At www.schilling.dk, or send an
e-mail to course@schilling.dk

Employees who need to create project templates and
calculations, and who should have general access to PLM and
thus a thorough understanding of the module.

Content
During the course we shall work with the following topics:
•
•
•
•
•

Calculation and schedule templates.
Create master data in PLM.
Create production plans.
Create calculations and budgets on project accounts.
Compare several projects.

Requirements
Experience with Schilling or completed the "Publishing
Lifecycle Management 1" course.
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Publishing Lifecycle Management 3
– for administrators
Optimise the use of Publishing Lifecycle Management.

Duration
9.00 a.m. - 3.30 p.m.
Place
Customer's premises
Registration
At www.schilling.dk, or send an
e-mail to course@schilling.dk

About the course
During the course you will learn about the underlying tables
of the various types of data in Publishing Lifecycle
Management (PLM), how it can be edited, and what
consequences it will have when you edit the data. You will
learn to understand the set-up of project accounts and the
relation with the Nominal Ledger module so that you can
create new accounts as required. We shall go through how
you build up a calculation hierarchically and how you can
make financial estimates in different publication projects.
We shall also look at how you can optimise the displays.
Perhaps marketing employees do not need to see the same
information as the production staff and it may therefore be
a good idea to edit the displays to enable all the different
groups of employees to optimise their individual workflows.
We shall go through the administration tool and how you
create resources and the activities they should have access
to. You will learn about the activities in the production plan
and the meaning of the different types and to make
templates that help users and improve data quality. We
shall look at the advantages in combining projects in a
project hierarchy and how you extract information and edit it
on different projects, and create calculations and
connections to project accounts and activities. You will learn
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to use calculation versions and to set up the system to compare
the budget with the actual figures at any time. The objective is
to help you optimise the routines in your daily work.

Target group
Employees who need to create project templates and
calculations, and who should have general access to PLM and
thus have a thorough understanding of the module.

Benefits
During the course we shall work with the following topics:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Project administration.
Templates for calculations and plans.
Edit master data in PLM.
Edit production plans.
Edit resources and manage views.
Edit calculations and project account budgeting.
Compare several projects.
Edit properties.
Edit and manage status.

Requirements
Experience with Schilling or completed the "Publishing
Lifecycle Management 1" course.

Create your own miniguides
Make sure that your processes are well documented, easy to use,
and always up to date.

About the course

Target group

The importance of miniguides often becomes clear when
something has gone wrong. Many will undoubtedly
recognise the truth of this statement. An employee might
have left the company – or simply gone on holidays –
and then a new employee or a substitute who has to
maintain the existing processes does not have the tool
to do it right.

This course if for all who need to ensure that their processes
are well documented.

A miniguide is a description of your processes – of how
you use the system all the way down to which fields
should be filled out, how, and why. A miniguide should
describe a process in detail while providing a quick
overview of what you should do in a particular situation.

Duration
9.00 a.m. - 1.30 p.m.
Place
Customer's premises

Content
During the course we shall work with the following topics:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Outlining of processes.
Functions in Word.
Screen dumps with Greenshot.
Links in documents.
Generate a list of content.
Use of fonts.

Registration
At www.schilling.dk, or send an
e-mail to course@schilling.dk

During the course we shall look at your processes and
outline them. We shall go through how a miniguide may
be structured, how you can easily insert screen dumps in
the miniguide, and how you manage the list of content.
We shall go through the use of fonts and bookmarks
(references). You will also learn how to insert links to
Schilling in your miniguide.
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Controlling
Optimise finance management in the organisation.

Duration
9.00 a.m. - 3.30 p.m.
Place
Customer's premises
Registration
At www.schilling.dk, or send an
e-mail to course@schilling.dk

About the course

Target group

The questions are many, and the pressure on the finance
department to make efficient internal reporting is greater
than ever – with the same or fewer resources. The
objective of this course is to give you an overview of the
financial relations and the relevant knowledge to support
the daily decisions. For the company management and
other internal stakeholders it is of the utmost importance
that the finance department is able to report fast and
efficiently to get an overview and up-to-date knowledge
about the performance of the company to make the
necessary adjustments.

Employees who are responsible for the controller function in
the organisation or with controller-related tasks.

The objective of the course is to ensure even better
financial management. During the course we shall go
through everything from how you analyse the revenue in
relation to the budget, how you handle customer debts
and ensure that it matches the agreed credit limit, and
how you can get a quick and easy overview of the
individual customer and product and keep track of the
inventory levels and budget. You will learn how to create
and use the cash position overview, to make
departmental accounts in a matter of minutes, and keep
track of the orders and the contribution ratios.
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Content
During the course we shall work with the following topics:
• The relation between the modules.
• Behaviour in relation to the Nominal Ledger module and
the associated statistics.
• Reporting options in Sales, Purchasing, Nominal Ledger,
Stock, Royalty, Debtor, and Creditor.
• Profit and loss reports.
• Procedures for month-end and year-end closing.
• Log files.
• Access rights management for Schilling users.
• Internal control.

Requirements
Experience with Schilling or completed the "Nominal Ledger"
course.

Asset management
Create assets and ensure that rights owners are paid.

About the course

Target group

Asset management covers all recorded activities in a
publishing company. During the course you will learn
how assets are stored and how you link them to a rights
owner.

This course is for those who are responsible for rights, who
must ensure that permission is sought for the use of assets,
and who should set up permissions in the system and pay the
originators.

You will learn how to create contracts for assets. How do
you distribute the income from the sales that is
generated later? How do you ensure that you receive the
signatures so that you can publish the asset and start
generating income?

Content

During the course we shall go through how you compile
different assets and link them to a project. You will also
learn how you pay the originator on time.
You will learn how to set up limitations on the asset and
ensure that you do not exceed the limitations.
You will also get to know about income and costs in
connection with assets.

During the course we shall work with the following topics:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Creating assets.
Licence sales of assets.
Compilations.
Asset payment.
Link to the PLM module.
Registration of permissions.

Copenhagen
19. november 2015
Duration
9.00 a.m. - 3.30 p.m.
Place
Time
Customer's
9.00 a.m. - premises
10.00 p.m.
Registration
Place
At
www.schilling.dk,
Carlsberg
Museum or send an
Valby
Langgade
1, 2500 Valby
e-mail to course@schilling.dk
Price
1.695 DKK per participant
incl. meals and networking dinner in
the evening
Registration
At www.schilling.dk

Requirements
Experience with the Schilling system or knowledge of the
publishing industry.
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Terms and conditions

Course registration
You can book courses via www.schilling.dk or e-mail. You
will receive a confirmation of your course registration within
a week after booking with information about time, place,
instructor, etc.

Participants
Maximum 6 participants.

Course price
Prices are per course (regardless of the number of
participants). Travel expenses will be charged separately.

Content
Course material and tasks are included in the courses.

Cancellation
Change of participant is free of charge. Cancellation is
free of charge 14 days or more prior to the course.
If a cancellation is received no less than one week prior to the
course, 50% of course price will be invoiced.
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If a cancellation is received less than one week prior to the
course, the full course price is invoiced.

Course location
The courses are held at the customer's premises. The
customer is expected to make the necessary equipment and
meals available.

Conditions
Schilling reserves the right to cancel a course. However,
Schilling is obliged – if possible – to offer the customer an
alternative.
Schilling reserves the right to make price changes at any time.

Scandinavian Executive Publishing Meeting
Challenges & new trends and in the publishing.

About the conference

Time and place
Every year in November in
Copenhagen.

We welcome you to a day that focuses on the
changes in the industry and the development of your
organisation. We get inspiration from different industries,
international publishing organisations, and other players
with a major impact on the development and solutions
for the industry.

Price
The price will be announced each
year and includes:
- Participation in the conference
- Lunch
- Refreshments during the day
- Evening event
- Networking
- Dinner

Come and get inspiration, a good discussion, and a look
into the future and new ways of thinking about and
running your business. The programme and speakers are
as always exclusively selected.

Registration
sepm.schilling.dk

Scandinavian Executive Publishing Meeting is a unique
opportunity to expand your network and create new
relations that may be profitable for your business.

Target group
Directors and executives from the publishing industry –
from publisher to distributors, bookstores, trade and
author associations, and other relevant stakeholders.

www.schilling.dk
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Course overview and prices
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Course

DKK

Get started
Nominal Ledger
Debtor
Creditor/PIM
Purchasing and ordering
Sales Order
Product handling
Subscription
Marketing and campaigns
Infolink
Royalty 1 – for beginners
Royalty 2 – for super users
Rights management
Customer service optimisation
ODBC
Statistics and reports
User rights
Dialog Design
PLM 1 – for beginners
PLM 2 – for super users
PLM 3 – for administrators
Create your own miniguides
Controlling
Asset management

10.000
14.800
10.000
12.800
10.000
14.800
14.800
14.800
12.800
10.000
14.800
14.800
14.800
12.800
10.000
10.000
10.000
10.000
14.800
14.800
14.800
10.000
14.800
14.800

EUR
1395
1995
1395
1655
1395
1995
1995
1995
1655
1395
1995
1995
1995
1655
1395
1395
1395
1395
1995
1995
1995
1395
1995
1995

Customised*)
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x

The price includes course, preparation, and travel
time. The price does not cover travel expenses
(will be charged separately).
*) The course is customised to your Schilling
set-up, environment, and data.

Company courses
Tailor-made courses, designed for just your company.

About the courses

Mix and match

Do you need to enhance the competences in your
company? Schilling offers company courses and internal
development programmes in all types of companies and
organisations – with the same high quality as the
standard Schilling courses.

• Choose between all courses represented in this catalogue,
design your own, or order from other modules or services,
for example Author Portal, Document Management,
Communication module, or service checks.

If several of your employees need a particular course or
training programme, we are happy to come to you. Most
Schilling courses can be held as company courses and
internal development programmes for participants from
the same organisation. The courses may have the same
content and form as the standard courses, or they may
be designed to suit your special requirements, needs, and
business processes.
Company courses enhance internal cooperation and give
a common understanding of what has been learned and
may help break impractical habits and routines. They also
create a common way of expression, language, and
working methods that you can develop further after the
course. We will of course be happy to help you
efficiently implement what you have learned.

Benefits
• Strengthening of your internal cooperation and
communication about the Schilling system.
• Working towards a common goal and common work
routines, and optimising your routines and work processes.

Course location
Company courses are always held
at the customer's premises.
Contact
You are always welcome to call us
at tel. +45 70 27 99 00 or write to
course@schilling.dk and discuss
your specific course requirements
or get a non-binding offer of a
course specially designed for your
company.

• Upgrading employee competences. Motivated and
educated employees create value for the organisation.
• Larger return on investment.
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